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Introduction
Motivation & Research Goal



Problems of Existing CNN Architectures

• Existing studies focus on improving the performance on a single domain.
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Problems of Existing CNN Architectures

• Can we directly apply the model trained on domain A to domain B?

o No. Most CNN architectures are not generalizable to unseen domain.

o There are always domain gaps.
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Problems of Existing CNN Architectures

• To overcome this issue,

o Transfer Learning.

 Fine-tune the model on the target domain with labels.

o Domain Adaptation.

 Use the statistics of the target domain to facilitate adaptation.

o Domain Generalization.

 Train the model on several source domains to improve the generalization.
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Research Goal

• This paper aims to develop the CNN architecture to improve the learning 
and generalization capacities.

• It does not require either target domain data or related source domains.
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Backgrounds
Batch & Instance Normalization



Batch Normalization (BN)

• It enables faster convergence of CNN architecture.

o Reduce the internal covariate shift.

o Reduce the effects of noise in the mini-batch sampling.

• Nowadays, it is the standard component in recent CNN architectures.
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Instance Normalization (IN)

• It normalize the mean&std of individual data sample in mini-batch.

• IN is often used in the style transfer.

o It can control the style (appearance) of images.

o It filter out the instance-specific contrast information.
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Method
Instance-Batch Normalization Networks (IBN-Net)



Instance-Batch Normalization Networks (IBN-Net)

• The authors insist that the appearance variance (e.g., style) causes the 
domain gap.

o Instance Normalization can control the style variance between images. 

• This paper present a novel CNN architecture named IBN-Net.

o Carefully integrates Instance Normalization (IN) and Batch Normalization (BN) in 
network layers.
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Experimental observation

• Feature divergence between style and content variance.
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Experimental observation

• Feature divergence between style and content variance.
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Shallow layers are more sensitive to style variance!



Instance-Batch Normalization Networks (IBN-Net)

• From the observation,

o They used IN and BN simultaneously in shallow layers (Style invariance).

o To prevent the content discrimination, they did not add INs in deeper layers (Content 
maintenance).

• The authors propose the IBN-block for style invariance & content 
maintenance.

o They replace the first three convolution groups (blocks) to IBN-blocks.
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IBN-block

• IBN-block for ResNet-like architecture.
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IBN-block

• It can be extended in various versions.
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Experiments



Results on ImageNet 

• ImageNet results according to various appearance changes.
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Results on ImageNet 

• Comparison over other CNN architectures.
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Results on ImageNet 

• Comparison with different design choices.
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Results on Semantic Segmentation

• Results on cross-domain semantic segmentation.
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Results on Semantic Segmentation

• Comparison with domain adaptation methods.
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Feature Divergence Results
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Summary & Conclusion

• The authors propos a novel CNN architecture called IBN-Net.

• IBN-Net achieves competitive results compared to recent CNN models.

• IBN-Net shows strong generalization capacities.

• IBN-Net can easily applied to the existing CNN model.
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Thank you for the listening!



Appendix
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